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THREE
charming gentlemen.

THREE
amazing performers.

THREE
exceptional voices.

ONE
magnificent hoax!



SOPHISTICATED, SPONTANEOUS, and 
LOADS of FUN, THE THREE WAITERS 
is a surprise act featuring three talented and charming 
singers posing as real waiters before taking the guests 
through a highly amusing, yet sophisticated show. 

Subtly, the performers infiltrate the function as 
members of the ‘real’ service staff.  However, not all is 

what it seems.  To the surprise of the guests, an unexpected 
story unfolds, culminating in a dynamic performance a la 
“The Three Tenors”.

The structure and content of The Three Waiters suits 
a wide spectrum of audience tastes, and receives 

standing ovations from audiences of football players to 
the most discerning opera buffs.  The Three Waiters takes 
away the seriousness often associated with opera and 
adds an element of fun, spontaneity and surprise, with 
repertoire consisting of arias made famous by “The Three 
Tenors” along with favorite standards and well-known 
songs from popular musicals.

Debuting in Sydney Australia in 1998, The 
Three Waiters created a new class of event en-
tertainment, where the unexpected gives way 

to amazing, world class talent. Discover why 
The Three Waiters has been called “The Event 
Planner’s Dream” and let us serve you success 
at your next event.

THREE charming gentlemen.

THREE amazing performers.

THREE exceptional voices.

ONE magnificent hoax!



There are two short announcements made by 
Alfredo which establish his character leading up to 
the commencement of the actual show. During the 
second announcement, Alfredo sings a huge operatic 
note prompting thunderous applause. He bows and 
announces that a guest gave him an offer he could 
no refuse to entice him to do so. He thanks the guest 
and leaves the stage.

The Show Commences: Once Entrée has been laid
and drinks have been topped off, Jean-Marc, the 
French waiter, makes his way to the stage and politely 
announces that another guest has offered him an 
even more enticing offer to sing a whole song. He 
proceeds to sing a full aria… and Alfredo, his boss, is 
not very happy…

The plot thickens as Alfredo and Jean-Marc challenge 
each others vocals abilities. Just as they agree to sing 
something together, a third waiter bursts onto the 
scene. The show evolves into a dynamic vocal trio and 
only at the finale are their true identities revealed to 
the amazement of the audience.

HOW THE SHOW WORKS

The three performers infiltrate as “real” waiters 
from the commencement of the event up to 

the time of performance. This is typically fulfilled 
by possibly topping off drinks and generally being 
seen.  It is essential that the performers are seen to 
be “real” waiters so as to strengthen the surprise 
element about to unfold.

There are three waiters: Alfredo the Italian, poses 
as the Banquet Captain, he is well mannered and 
meticulous. Jean-Marc, the French waiter and the 
third waiter are dressed exactly as the other waiter 
staff of the venue. 



Here are  a few reasons why The Three Waiters have 
become the most successful surprise entertainment 

act in the world:
 
The Three Waiters is high-end entertainment with wide 
appeal; the show has been performed for five royal families 
and has received a standing ovation from the most discern-
ing ears of all, the Three Tenors themselves. However, we 
have also received rave reviews from football teams and 
truck drivers!

The Three Waiters is not a wacky waiters show. Everything 
in our show could happen in real life, which is why our 
show amazes audiences - they aren’t sure if what they are 
seeing is a show or a fantastic, spontaneous, and entertain-
ing coincidence.

The Three Waiters features amazingly talented performers 
– the best musical theater and opera have to offer.

The Three Waiters works regardless of your event’s theme. 
As long as your event has service staff we can infiltrate it 
and bring our show to life.

The Three Waiters structure can be customized to suit the 
specifics of many types of events. From corporate events 
and charity fund raisers, to weddings and private parties, 
The Three Waiters have surprised and delighted them all!

The Three Waiters is the only group to win Entertainer of 
the Year TWICE from Event Solutions Magazine.

I could not believe the heavenly voices that emerged from those three 
handsome personas. My goodness: unbelievable! I cannot wait to 
work with you again so I can just sit back and listen. You three are ap-
pealing to the eyes and the ears and a feast for all the senses”

-Andrea Michaels, President, Extraordinary Events

“The talent, enthusiasm and professionalism the singers showed 
behind-the-scenes made it a pleasure to work with them throughout 
the experience.”

-John C Pickett, Executive Director Indianapolis Opera

“I knew you had pulled it off in stellar fashion when the likes of Hugh 
Hefner, Bob Saget, Pauly Shore, Molly Shannon, Paul Rodriguez, Dick 
Van Patten and many other famous celebrities greeted your perfor-
mance with rave applause, you were the highlight of the evening!”

-Kevin McNally, President/CEO Milestone Productions INC

“Your ‘Three Waiters’ were stupendous! They are awesome! To say 
they were a hit would be a major understatement! Everyone was 
overwhelmed and gave them a roaring standing ovation! We all felt 
so honored to have been part of such a glorious performance!”

-Susan S Allen, Director, Providence Healthcare Network
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Imagine if during your next function, one of the waiters 
surprises everyone with a huge operatic note eliciting 

thunderous applause... then promptly returns to his duties. 
A short time later, a competitive second waiter decides 
to join the stage resulting in a singing duel that includes 
anything from Pavarotti to Dean Martin to Puccini. But the 
real fun is only just beginning. To the further surprise of the 
audience, a third waiter enters and the show culminates in 
a dynamic performance a la “The Three Tenors.”


